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Includes:1 Measuring Cup, 1 Mixing Stick, 1 plastic spoon, 1 sodium tetraborate .5 ounces, 1 pure glue 2.37 ounces, 6 Color Paint Strip .101 ounces each. Add a little color to your life with make your own rainbow SLIMYGLOOP kit! Immerse yourself in a colorful sensory experience that you can see and touch combine simple ingredients to create a ooey,
gooey compound that is fun to squish, stretch and twist. Add bright colors to turn the simple, boring slime of the SLIMYGLOOP brand into a burst of color! Mix and create paint colors to create unique colors or use each one to create a rainbow. Experiment with ingredients to create a slim or sludgier SLIMYGLOOP. Creating SLIMYGLOOP is an interesting,
practical way to introduce children to chemistry, practice simple math and strengthen fine motor skills. Recommended for ages 6 and up. SKU: rainbowslimyglooplg UPC: 604966689295 STOCK : 178127 Availability: Out of Reserve Condition: New Product Name: Make Your Own Rainbow SLIMYGLOOPProduction Dimensions :9H × 2 W × 8 LShipping
Sizes:9 H × 2 W × 8 LShipping Weight:0.45 pounds. Style:RainbowUPC:765940829875It is for ages: 6 - 10Watch for similar items in categories: children's toysArty and craftsCreative slime brand kits is an innovative line of DIY, all-in-one slime kits that give kids fun, practical experiences they can create on their own. From The Unicorn SLIMYGLOOP to the
SlimYGLOOP Galaxy, trends found on social media are included to inspire creativity and appeal to different interests. In addition to all-in-one slime kits, the SLIMYGLOOP brand includes a variety of quick slime solutions, including Instant SLIMYGLOOP and SLIMYGLOOP Mix'Ems. From chemistry and math to touch games and fine motor skills, the
SLIMYGLOOP brand offers children a range of learning opportunities as well as an excellent hands-on experience. December 26, 2018Pable? July 2, 2019It was such an interesting slime project to do and we both enjoyed it very much. While I was there to help, my 5 1/2 year old daughter, she pretty much did everything on her own, including all the mixing.
The mucus was perfect and the colors were bright. The instructions were very easy to follow and almost all (except the bowls) were included in the kit. We still have a few supples left to do a few more games. During this time we took advantage of turning this into a home science class where we talked about the colors of the rainbow, how rainbows are formed
and colors are mixed. Here's what my 5 1/2 old had to say: I like mixing paint colors to make mucus, and I make slime play. The mucus was slime and fun. The price of this product is great and it makes a great gift to the guy. We strongly recommend this Helpful? January 31, 2020This birthday present for my granddaughter February 14. Helpful? HI Raven!
We hope your granddaughter loves her Rainbow Rainbow 28, 2018S with the help of parents, it was easy for children to do this project! After a while they could do it on their own. Be sure to buy it again! Helpful? December 9, 2018 We followed the instructions very carefully and eventually received more thick putts than mucus. Very difficult, takes a long time
because of all the different colors. Helpful? April 18, 2019All colors mingled and turned into a dull color. But it was fun to do it and it didn't get really messy. Helpful? December 30, 2017Would give zero stars if I could. Bought 4pc of this slime brand. It's one of the worst! It took a long time to do, then when my daughter plays with it, none of the flowers stay
separate. Now it's a big brown drop! Helpful? January 14, 2018This rainbow goop is the worst! You take all the time to make all the different colors and then once you play with it turns into a disgusting fecal color that no one wants to play. It's a waste of money! Helpful? July 2, 2019 I did it when I babysit my little brother, it was so sticky and horrible! He stuck
to my carpet and he got on my brothers a new favorite shirt and now it's ruined! I would not defiantly recommend this kit! Helpful? April 6, 2018 We added a number of dye drops he said to the unicorn slimy gloop and turned hand color while playing with it. Better just buy the glue slime stuff Elmer! Helpful? Things!! Helpful? rainbow slimygloop instructions pdf.
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